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ABOUT US

HISTORY
Although Michael grew up in Germany, he had a lot of exposure to the business, and North America, at a young age.
Michael’s father started outfitting in Alaska and Canada in the 70’s and would occasionally take Michael along. It became
clear to him very quickly that British Columbia was where he wanted to live, and outfitting was what he wanted to do.
In 1987, at the age of 19, Michael and his then girlfriend, Manuela, made the move to Canada and never looked back.
With their two boys, Rene and Christian, they now run a very successful outfitting operation that spans two guide areas,
a fantastic fishing lodge, and a trapline all in Northern BC.

LOCATIONS
We have 11 different camps in our exclusive 940,000 acre guide area. All but two locations are fly-in camps. The
northern part is only 230 miles from the Yukon border and the whole area offers some exceptional moose, goat, and
bear hunting.
We are happy to talk to you about our area and the best camp for your hunt expectations.
Each camp has its own character and might be better for one species over another.

Moose hunting is conducted throughout both our guide
areas. Trembleur Lake and its surrounding area offers
excellent moose hunting with chances for big bulls, and
our most northern camps offer a classic northern BC
moose hunt. We have many moose camp options and
hunting methods; some are on foot, some in boat/canoe,
ATV or truck. Ask us and we can tell you which camp will
be the best suited for your hunting expectations and
best matched to your abilities.

MOOSE HUNTS

GRIZZLY BEAR HUNTING
Bear River is packed with Chinook - or as some
may call them, King Salmon. Grizzly bears love
fish but there is one species that they cannot
resist, and that is the King Salmon. There are
thousands of them in this river splashing and
fighting for the best spawning grounds. These
fish attract some of the highest numbers of
grizzly in the BC interior.
This grizzly hunt is conducted from the
river banks, or from our tree stands that are
placed at hot-spots. Many of these stands are
situated to put the hunter within bow range if
needed. A newly constructed log cabin offers a
comfortable resting place.

BLACK BEAR HUNTING

Spring is the best time to hunt black bears with us.
Sightings are plentiful and the bear hide is in the
best possible condition. We hunt black bears from
two of our 11 camps, Sustut Valley and Babine Lake.
The Sustut Valley is in northern BC and is a fly-in
camp. To get here, guests fly in to Smithers, BC. We
hunt from ATVs and are accommodated in cabins
and/or wall tents.
We reach The Babine Lake area by driving from
Prince George, BC. Camp consists of comfortable
cabins, and fishing is possible from this location.
Hunting is conducted by 4x4 vehicle and ATV’s.

MOUNTAIN GOAT HUNTS
Our guiding area has a very
healthy
mountain
goat
population with a good age
structure. The habitat is at an
optimum and produces large
record class billies.
Our Alpine Lake camp shown
on this picture is our most
sought after location and is
nothing short of spectacular.
All other goat hunt locations
start from a main camp. We
then hike up to above the tree
line and hunt out of small
mountain tents.
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